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Business Challenge
Providing Triple Play and Carrier Ethernet/business IP services is leading to increasingly  
complex challenges for service providers. Spirent solutions are focused on helping service 
providers produce a positive subscriber quality of experience (QoE).  Spirent’s test and 
diagnostic solutions address these challenges across three, critical, service-provider environ-
ments: lab, center operations and field testing.

Solution Description
Spirent is a full-service vendor in the service assurance field, with a portfolio that includes 
probes, OSS software and professional services for pre-implementation and post-implemen-
tation support. Spirent partners with other software vendors in natural adjacencies so as to 
offer tight integration and a best-in-suite solution to the customer.

Value Proposition 
Spirent offers an integrated product-development strategy, propelled by our two lines of 
business: performance analysis and service assurance. We are positioned at the forefront 
of new technology development and are extending the potential return on our R&D invest-
ment through the entire life cycle of network technology deployment. Spirent has the ability 
to deliver next-generation service assurance systems faster than any other provider due to 
knowledge gained from first-hand experience in development and evaluation labs.

•  Intimate working knowledge about next-generation technologies with a deep
 understanding of the networks into which they will be deployed

•  The commitment and willingness of our people to go the extra mile for customers

•  “The Spirent Acceleration Cycle” – The ability to help customers more costeffectively
 and efficiently speed time to market

•  More rapid development of new devices and acceptance in the field

•  Lower costs for widespread deployment of new networking services

Company Description 
Spirent has three decades of experience in providing carrier grade solutions for remote  
testing and diagnostics. Equally important as past experience are Spirent’s unique abilities 
to drive early expertise with new technologies into practical service assurance solutions for 
service providers.

Early visibility will enable Spirent to help customers drive the services based on those tech-
nologies to mass market faster, using fewer overall operational resources, at greater and 
early profitability, and with enhanced customer responsiveness, satisfaction, and loyalty.
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